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Locals 
will tell you 
sexual assault does 
not happen more often at 
the University of Montana or in 
Missoula than in comparable schools 
or cities. The statistics say that too. 
Missoula and the University of Montana 
are not unique in that regard. What did put 
the University community on the map was its 
response to sexual assault.
The past five years of sexual assault scandals 
surrounding UM and Missoula is not about a 
rape epidemic, but the discrimination against 
victims -- the vast majority of them women -- by 
administrators and the criminal justice system. 
In that regard, UM and Missoula may not be 
unique either, but we are undeniably infamous. 
Defending the community by claiming it has 
just as many skeletons in its closet as every other 
community doesn’t draw the eye away from the 
pile of bones in the doorway.
When choosing where to attend college, 
prospective students don’t weigh the relative 
statistical probability of getting raped, and if 
raped, their chances of successfully prosecuting 
their rapist. They pay attention to headlines. 
That’s how a community becomes known as “the 
rape capital of America,” whether or not it 
deserves it. Reputation is based on what others 
perceive, not what they don’t see.
UM is unique among American universities 
for both its reputation surrounding sexual assault 
and its declining enrollment. It took years for 
University administrators to admit each year of 
falling enrollment wasn’t coincidental, and only
 
r e c e nt ly 
did President 
Engstrom admit one of the 
drop’s causes is “our ongoing visibility 
around the topic of sexual assault.”
Determining the extent to which UM’s sexual 
assault reputation affects enrollment compared 
to others factors is a matter of quantifying how 
many students don’t enroll for fall semester after 
spring rape scandals. In early 2012 and 2015 the 
University faced public relations fiascos over 
its response to sexual assault allegations. Each 
following spring semester enrollment dropped 
far more than expected. But correlation does 
not imply causation, and reputation is harder to 
measure than enrollment. Still, the years when 
UM’s struggles with sexual assault were most 
prominent in the national media saw precipitous 
enrollment declines compared to predictions, 
particularly among higher-paying non-resident 
students and incoming freshmen.
Projected Enrollment
Actual Enrollment
THE IDES 
OF APRIL
How successive spring scandals disrput
 enrollment, budgets and jobs
The University and 
Missoula may be entering another 
scandal year as Jon Krakauer takes the 
state commissioner of higher education to 
court to fight for student disciplinary records 
the Montana University System says federal law 
does not allow them to release. This scandal, 
like those in the years of UM’s worst and most 
unforeseen enrollment declines, will fall in April, 
right when high school seniors commit to colleges, 
administrators finalize fall semester enrollment 
predictions and the budget is submitted for the 
upcoming fiscal year.
Continued on page 8
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OPINION
B I G  U P S     B A C K H A N D S&
Big Ups to Elizabeth Warren for calling Trump a 
loser on twitter. So simple, and yet so accurate.
Backhands to spring. Stay cold until finals are 
over. 
Big ups to Main Hall for releasing a list of bud-
get layoffs without warning in the middle of the 
night on a Tuesday.
Backhands to professors for ignoring all of 
us watching basketball games on our phones 
during class last week.
YOU ARE NOT OUR STEWARDS
Editorial Staff     editor@montanakaimin
LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Big ups to the President’s Office for sacri-
ficing .01 FTE in solidarity with the working 
class.
Backhands to Putin for pulling out of Syria. 
Get bogged down like a real super power.
Big ups to Hulk Hogan for winning $140 
million for beating Gawker. We hope celeb-
rity sex tapes cease to exist forever.
Cover design by Kayla Robertson  / kayla.robertson@umontana.edu
As an employee of Foreign Student and Scholar Services (FSSS), I would like to 
address the story regarding our move to International Programs (Mar. 16-22). The 
tone and content of Ms. Bernhard’s article makes the situation sound as if no one 
in our office, or the university as a whole, had any idea that this merger was taking 
place. I would like to dispel the notion that we, as staff, were totally oblivious to 
what was happening around us, or that the Vice President of Student Affairs has 
been keeping us in the dark.
First, to imply that the campus has had no idea of a merger is simply false. I 
would like to remind the campus community that President Engstrom actually 
announced merger in late November. A combination of budget cuts and sugges-
tions made during the ACE Internationalization Lab brought this to the forefront. 
However, in fact, merging the two offices has been a topic of discussion for years.
Next, stating that Vice President Theresa Branch did not discuss the merger di-
rectly with the staff of FSSS paints an incomplete picture. It was not necessary for 
VP Branch to meet directly with the FSSS Staff – our director Effie Koehn, direct re-
port to VP Branch, had been keeping the FSSS staff abreast of what was happening. 
This is how reporting structures work in the professional world. VP Branch bas al-
ways been forthright and direct – a most competent and transparent leader. Finally, 
it is important to note that a centralized structure of campus internationalization is 
not uncommon. There are many other institutions that have similar administrative 
structures. It is true we do not know what the physical structure of this merger will 
look like, but these things take time. Negative speculation does nothing to help 
promote a smooth transition.
While change can be difficult, it is important to remember that the staff of FSSS 
remains – first and foremost – committed to our students. Even in the face of un-
certainty and budget cuts we have, and will continue, to serve UM’s international 
student community competently and thoughtfully. ▪
Mary Nellis
L E T T E R  T O  T H E  E D I T O R :
Foreign Student and Scholar
 Services not in the dark
Last Monday the Missoula County Public School Board voted to 
stand by their ham-fisted decision to suspend Willard High School 
Principal Jane Bennett for three days.
Bennett was suspended for not using prior restraint to kill a cover 
story in the student newspaper, The Willard Wire, that used lan-
guage the MCPS board ultimately deemed offensive. The story fea-
tured a photo of a topless man and woman side by side, alluding to 
the #freethenipple movement, as well as language including the 
word “fuck.”
Preceding the eight to one vote, the MCPS Board engaged in 
rhetoric harshly reminiscent of times past but not missed. 
Administrators sitting around a table deciding what media is ap-
propriate for young people to consume at a time when young peo-
ple consume more media in both quantity and diversity than they 
do isn’t just naïve, it’s missing the point. 
When MCPS pulled editions of the Willard Wire from the shelves, 
they did not succeed in controlling or directing the annals of debate 
in the public sphere. In this day and age they will never succeed in 
that. All they did was sever the tie between public education and 
promoting public discourse. 
We at the Montana Kaimin believe public discourse is integral to 
public education, and a strong public education system is critical to 
the political system we are all apart of. 
Pulling papers from shelves reminds people of the burning of 
books and fear of ideas that comes in “Fahrenheit 451,” a book high 
school students have read for decades.
It does not promote the reputation of a mature school board 
cognizant of what should be taught to young minds. Instead it per-
petuates a culture that will not attract talent in teachers or prin-
cipals in the future. It will create an atmosphere that we at the 
Kaimin, members of the next generation, would not send our own 
children to. 
In recognition of that, the editorial board of the Montana Kaim-
in would like to renew their support for Principal Bennett and the 
student staff of the Willard Wire, which was shut down after the 
incident.
We would also like to renew our pledge to run any piece of stu-
dent journalism deemed inappropriate and censored by a public 
school system in the state of Montana. ▪
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Missoula accepted refugees once, why not now?
TRANNY 911
Michael Siebert   michael.siebert@umontana.edu
March 9
BIKE TRICKS ARE FOR KIDS
Four kids on bikes were reportedly do-
ing tricks and tearing up the landscaping 
outside the University Center. UM Police 
were unable to find the kids until later, 
when they gave the kids a warning.
Missoula is no stranger to refugees. 
After the Vietnam War ended, some 
53,000 Hmong were relocated to the 
United States after being ousted from 
Laos. Thousands of Hmong, including 
General Vang Pao, were working on be-
half of the CIA against the communist 
North Vietnamese. 
As the United States withdrew from 
the region, the Pathet Lao advanced 
on Pao’s base in Laos. CIA officer Jer-
ry Daniels, a native Missoulian, tasked 
himself with relocating the thousands 
of Hmong who would be targeted. Over 
a period of several years, scores of ref-
ugees were placed around the nation, 
with many winding up in Missoula. 
This happened largely without incident 
or backlash. 
Fast forward to this year, when un-
told amounts of Syrians are desperate-
ly attempting to escape their war-torn 
country. The lingering threat of ISIS 
and the brutal civil war raging around 
them has made for a climate of fear and 
violence that is unlivable. The United 
States has committed to allowing 10,000 
refugees into the country this year, but 
hundreds of thousands more need to 
find safe harbor. 
Many Americans, and more spe-
cifically Montanans, are not in love 
with this idea. Recently, a group called 
“American Security for Montana” held 
a rally outside the Missoula County 
Courthouse, advocating for the barring 
of Syrian refugees from entering the 
country. They held signs saying things 
like “Veterans Not Islam.” A woman 
was quoted in a Kaimin video docu-
menting the rally as saying “Islam is not 
a race … it is a cult that uses the ‘poor 
me’ race card.” 
Owen Sirrs, an adjunct professor 
with the Mansfield Library’s Defense 
Critical Language and Culture Pro-
gram, believesthis response is a product 
of our era.
“Word gets out faster. We have social 
media,” Sirrs said. “We get images of 
the most horrific things just at the click 
of a button. So, people formed opinions 
based on what they see.”
Sirrs sees the pushback against refu-
gees entering the country as a product 
of fear. He also argues that Montana’s 
general lack of diversity isn’t helping 
the problem. He said that information 
about refugees paints them as people 
with “alien values,” with backward 
ideas about women and extremist views 
about their religion. 
The Hmong were generally accepted 
because of the times, as well as their sta-
tus as anti-communist freedom fighters. 
“9.9 out of 10 Missoulians had nev-
er heard of [the Hmong], so they didn’t 
have anything to raise an objection to,” 
Sirrs said. 
As the conflict in Syria worsens, and 
as more individuals become desperate 
for safety, the need for humanitarian 
action becomes much greater. Syria is in 
a state of absolute turmoil, and the peo-
ple fleeing for their safety need refuge. 
The culture of fear surrounding Islam 
is precisely what Islamic State militants 
are gunning for — the more fear Ameri-
cans have of a foreign culture, the more 
sway ISIS has over those we deny shel-
ter to. 
“We’re a country founded on immi-
grants, and we go through this every 
time,” Sirrs said. “Every group, the Ital-
ians, the Irish … now it’s the Muslims.”
We cannot continue to ignore the cri-
sis of the Syrian people. Protestors and 
those who rally against them entering 
our country are ignoring the right of 
every human being to live in relative 
safety, free of general chaos. Montan-
ans reacting against Syrians in need 
are ignoring human rights, blinded by 
a culture of xenophobia, racism and Is-
lamophobia. We cannot allow ourselves 
to view a disenfranchised people as the 
enemy. We must be willing to open our 
arms to a scared populace — whether or 
not they’ve had our backs in some war 
is irrelevant.
March 9
‘WE CAN’T GET CAUGHT’
A group of five college-age men were 
reportedly pushing a cart with some-
thing heaving in it covered by a blanket. 
The caller told Missoula police one of the 
men said, “We can’t get caught.” UMPD 
returned the cart to Miller Hall.
March 11
A LESS THAN IDEAL HIDING SPOT
A truck was reportedly parked on a 
hill outside the University Villages “blar-
ing” music with its headlights on. UMPD 
arrested the driver for a DUI and an out-
standing warrant.
March 11
SECOND FLOOR FIGHTING WORDS
A man standing on the second floor of 
the University Center was reportedly yell-
ing obscenities. The caller described him 
as a black man wearing baggy clothes. 
He was also yelling that he was going to 
“beat people up.” UM Police asked the 
man to leave campus.
March 12
VERTIGO
An employee at the Food Zoo called 
UMPD because a student collapsed and 
refused medical treatment. An officer 
spoke with the student, who said he or 
she just hadn’t eaten in awhile.
March 12
CATHARTIC COPS
A student in the Adams Center called 
UM Police in hopes of meeting with an of-
ficer “for some advice.” UMPD met with 
the student.
March 13
YIK YAK FIGHT CLUB
A caller reported to UM Police that 
two people were threatening each other 
on Yik Yak. The people agreed to meet up 
and fight it out on the “M” trail. The peo-
ple were arguing because of a change in 
Yik Yak’s policy.
Kasey Bubnash
kasey.bubnash@umontana.edu
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30 LYRICS BORN
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01 SAN FERMIN
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02
CASEY DONAHEW
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MATTHEW LOGAN
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14 ZACH DEPUTY
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27
EASY STAR ALL
STARS
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28 HIPPO CAMPUS
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KEEP IN TOUCH:
Willard Wire update: Board upholds 
principal’s suspension
Rylan Boggs
rylan.boggs@umontana.edu
The Missoula County Public School 
Board voted 8 to 1 to uphold the suspen-
sion of Willard High School’s principal 
following a retraction of their student 
newspaper. Principal Jane Bennett was 
suspended for three days without pay 
after the Willard Wire, a student-run pa-
per, published an issue featuring topless 
women and profanity.
The board debated if the use of profan-
ity was acceptable in a student publica-
tion, but would not say the word “fucked” 
during the meeting.
Board members heard testimony from 
Paul Leisher, representing Bennett, and 
Elizabeth Kaleva, representing the school 
board.
Leisher argued that Bennett couldn’t 
be held accountable for the content of the 
Wire’s “Free the nipple” issue because 
she had not reviewed the publication, 
and, that as a whole, the issue could not 
be deemed obscene.
Kaleva argued that, as the principal, 
Bennett had a responsibility to ensure the 
quality of the school’s publication.
Former editor of the Wire, Kylie 
Hoedel, said she was “shocked and disap-
pointed,” in the appeal’s result.   
The Kaimin reprinted the Wire’s “Free 
the nipple issue,” and can be found online 
on the Kaimin’s website. ▪
NEWS
Jane Bennett (left), principal of Willard High School, listens 
while her legal council, Paul Leisher, speaks to the Missoula County School board on 
Monday, March 14, 2016.
Olivia Vanni / @ogvanniphoto
Willard High 
School student, Kylie Hoedel, who worked 
on the Willard Wire paper that was pulled 
by the school district, speaks to the board 
about her unhappiness with the suspen-
sion and punishment of her principal, 
Jane Bennett, during the board hearing on 
Monday, March 14, 2016.
Olivia Vanni / @ogvanniphoto
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The impact of the drop in non-resident 
undergraduate enrollment
Johanna Bernhard
johanna.bernhard@umontana.edu
The decline in non-resident under-
graduate student enrollment this semes-
ter has been the most significant setback 
the University has faced, with regard to 
the budget crisis.
As of Feb. 9, for fiscal year 2016 the 
University is $5,883,732 in debt, Michael 
Reid, vice president of administration and 
finance announced at last week’s Faculty 
Senate meeting.
The enrollment decline dropped reve-
nues almost $8 million below the Univer-
sity’s projected number, Reid said. 
Reid said he was told enrollment rose 
this semester, but it wasn’t until the last 
day students paid their registration bills 
that he realized the information he re-
ceived was incorrect. 
There is no way to predict if students 
are enrolled or not until the third week of 
school causing a “tremendous problem,” 
Reid said
Anthropology professor G.G. Weix 
suggested a change in the student pay-
ment policy so the University knows how 
many students are enrolled before the se-
mester starts. 
Reid didn’t foresee a change in the 
process.
By the end of the year, UM has to 
make up the entire budget shortfall of al-
most $6 million. So far the University has 
managed to regain $4.2 million. The vice 
presidents will decide how to make up 
the remaining $1.8 million within their 
areas. Reid is confident they will regain 
the money, and more, ending the year 
with $116,268.
UM’s total budget for fiscal year 2016 
was $159 million, making it difficult for 
the University to be flexible with their 
spending. On July 1 every year, 90 per-
cent of the budget is already committed. 
Employee salaries and bonuses make up 
80 percent, fixed costs including utilities, 
mandatory waivers and scholarships 
make up 10 percent, leaving the remain-
ing 10 percent of operating costs for the 
University to work with. 
Although Reid thinks personnel costs 
will continue to make up 80 percent of the 
budget for fiscal year 2017, he hopes that 
over time the figure will decrease to 70 
percent, giving the University more flex-
ibility. The other option is to make more 
money in tuition revenue to put back into 
the University. 
Although tuition for next year is al-
ready set and cannot be increased, Reid 
suggested breaking the in-state tuition 
freeze to match MSU’s tuition.
Changes to the scholarship structure, 
including the Western Undergraduate Ex-
change program, will produce additional 
revenue and UM is also targeting inter-
national and non-resident students to in-
crease tuition revenue, he said.
The Montana University System Depu-
ty Commissioner for Planning and Anal-
ysis Tyler Trevor said the current in-state 
tuition freeze remains in place until May 
2017 when the Montana Board of Regents 
will vote again on tuition rates. 
The rates are based on state appropri-
ation and without an increase in funding 
from the government, Trevor thinks the 
freeze will remain in place. 
Reid said if non-resident undergradu-
ate enrollment drops by one percent next 
semester it will add $2 million to the pro-
jected $12 million shortfall for fiscal year 
2017. 
“We are 100 percent dependent on en-
rollment,” Reid said. “Until it stabilizes or 
increases, we’ll struggle.”▪
Last Wednesday, March 16 the As-
sociated Students of the University of 
Montana voted to add a $9.65 student fee 
increase referendum to this spring's stu-
dent body elections.
The senate’s decision comes after hav-
ing to cope with budgeting shortfalls co-
inciding with declining enrollment. The 
ASUM adds fee increase referendum to May ballot
resolution, which passed with 23 in favor 
and 3 opposed, declares that without a fee 
increase, “ASUM will have to shut down 
at least one of its student-run agencies.”
Multiple measures were made to 
ensure ASUM Child Care’s survival 
through next year, moves which will not 
be possible in the future without the fee 
increase.
ASUM President Cody Meixner said 
UM Productions will not receive funding 
Silas Miller
silas.miller@umontana.edu
next year, but will need around $100,000. 
Because of that, ASUM’s reserve funds 
will be much lower than this year’s, mak-
ing the fee increase vital to future of the 
student government.
If the referendum passes, students 
will have to pay a $71 ASUM fee, up from 
$61.35.
To pass the increase, Meixner said they 
must remind students that ASUM keeps 
“student money in student hands.”
He said we’re in times when many as-
pects of the University are perceived as 
performing poorly, while ASUM is not.
“It’s about showcasing the importance 
of our services and their need.”▪
design by Ryan Hawk
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Missoula College student 
receives scholarship 
from NASA
In February, a Missoula College energy 
technology student learned that reading 
emails can really pay off.
Shauna Muns received a $5,500 scholar-
ship from NASA to build a sensor and control 
unit for a rocket stove. Muns said she heard 
about the internship through an email sent by 
the program director.
“Who doesn’t want a scholarship from 
NASA?” said Muns. “The more research I 
did, the more interested I was.”
A rocket stove is an efficient and hot-burn-
ing portable stove that uses small wood fuel 
pellets. Muns is testing the efficiency of the 
stove using different fuels, while also mea-
suring emissions.
Energy technology teaching assistant Tim 
Chester is working closely with Muns on the 
project. He said since there has not been a lot 
of research on the stoves before, they are ex-
cited to get factual information out there.
Muns will present her project at the 
Montana Space Grant Consortium Student 
Research Symposium in April. Muns and 
Chester are working on building different 
versions of the stove to test efficiency and 
gather data for pictures and videos. But the 
project doesn’t end there.
“The ultimate goal is to have a full system 
running by finals,” said Chester. “This will 
give us the baseline data.”
Work on the rocket stove will contin-
ue into the program’s summer practicum 
course.  Other students will build their own 
stoves and provide more data, Chester said.
The project has also drawn attention from 
local industry and government. Chester said 
Missoula government expressed an interest 
in the project.
Because of the inversion in Missoula, 
there are restrictions on using wood stoves. 
A rocket stove would burn a lot cleaner and 
wouldn’t cause air pollution problems, Ches-
ter said.
Muns said the stoves are also used in de-
veloping countries, and creating a more ef-
ficient and clean stove could help people all 
over the world.
“The project gives more experience than 
just a job, it’s going towards a goal,” Muns 
said. 
In addition to this project, Muns has also 
been working with We Are Montana in the 
Classroom, a program that places UM fac-
ulty, professionals and graduate students in 
K-12 classrooms.
Program manager Jessie Herbert said 
Muns went to a camp-in at Hamilton middle 
school and shared what she does in the en-
ergy technology program with eighth grade 
girls.
“I hope to have her join us more in the 
future,” Herbert said. “She is a fabulous role 
model.”
Herbert said having more female role 
models in science, technology, engineering 
and math fields opens young girls’ eyes to 
see what they can do. Muns said she didn’t 
expect to be a mentor, but is open to more in 
the future. 
“I enjoy mentoring,” said Muns. “The 
more we can teach kids, the better off they’ll 
be.”
Muns said despite the great experience 
she has got from this project, she is disap-
pointed in the school administration. Muns 
said she is worried about cuts to the energy 
technology program.
“It’s frustrating as a student because you 
don’t know what’s going to happen next,” she 
said. “If my courses are cancelled, how am 
I supposed to get the education I’m looking 
for?”
Energy technology program director 
Bradley Layton said the administration has 
officially cancelled some of the classes in the 
program, but he continues to offer them to 
students through independent study.
“I’m not going to deny my students an ed-
ucation,” Layton said.
Muns has another year to finish up the 
energy technology program and is looking 
at attending Montana State University for an 
engineering degree.
“I’m open about where I go, whether 
it’s mentoring or continuing to work with 
NASA,” said Muns. “Being open gives you 
more options.” ▪
Katie Fairbanks
katie.fairbanks@umontana.edu
Don’t be the kid who gets Zika over spring break
Abby Lynes
abigail.lynes@umontana.edu
Students travelling to warm, tropi-
cal climates this spring break need two 
things to help prevent Zika infection: bug 
repellent and condoms, said U.S. Surgeon 
General Vivek Murthy and Center for Dis-
ease Control Deputy Director Dr. Anne 
Schuchat in a student press teleconference 
March 10.
Zika is a virus primarily spread by 
mosquitoes, though it can also be transmit-
ted sexually, Murthy said. About 80 per-
cent of those who contract the virus show 
no symptoms, and the 20 percent who do 
show symptoms might run a fever, experi-
ence joint pain, nausea or diarrhea, he said.
Pregnant mothers should avoid trav-
elling to affected areas because Zika can 
cause birth defects, Murthy said.
In 2015, there was a massive Zika out-
break in Brazil, causing the virus to be-
come more of a global health concern. Zika 
usually isn’t deadly, so making sure the 
disease doesn’t spread to pregnant women 
is the CDC’s main concern, he said.
Areas affected by the virus include 
South and Central America, Puerto Rico 
and the U.S. Virgin Islands, Murthy said.
To prevent Zika, Dr. Schuchat said she 
urges travellers to avoid mosquitoes by 
using insect repellent, wearing pants and 
long sleeves and staying in areas with 
screens and air conditioning.
Using condoms is the best way to pre-
vent sexual transmission.
Some travellers may contract the virus 
while abroad but not show symptoms un-
til they’re home, she said. 
Travellers should take measures to 
prevent Zika three weeks after they leave 
a place affected by the virus, even if they 
don’t show symptoms of Zika, Murthy 
said. Eighty percent of people who con-
tract it don’t show symptoms, so using 
condoms can help reduce the chances of 
transmitting it to someone else after re-
turning home.
Zika vaccines are being worked on, but 
an immunization for the virus probably 
won’t be fully developed for another few 
years, so it will continue to be a health con-
cern for travellers, Murthy said.
At the University of Montana, Senior 
Assistant Director for Campus Recreation’s 
Outdoor Program, Elizabeth Fricke, will 
be leading a trip to Peru, a country affect-
ed by Zika, in August. Fricke said she’s still 
doing research on how to prevent anyone 
in the group from contracting the virus 
and plans to talk to Curry Health Center as 
well as Skyline Adventure School, the trav-
el company the group is using. There won’t 
be any pregnant women going on the trip, 
Fricke said.
“We are going to be sure and take all 
precautions and listen to our medical ad-
visors advice as we proceed with these 
trips,” she said.
For more information on the Zika virus, 
visit the CDC’s website. ▪
NASA Scholarship recipient Shauna Muns operates a miniature 
computer that is designed to take sensor readings from a rocket stove she is designing on 
March 15. The computer takes the data and sends it to a Twitter account where the data 
is then tweeted.
Evan Frost / @efrostee
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Small high schools left off the 
“Roadmap to Recruitment”
Katie  Fairbanks
katie.fairbanks@umontana.edu
Sharon O’Hare, the associate vice pres-
ident for enrollment and student success, 
said in her campus presentations that re-
cruiters from UM are visiting every high 
school in Montana in order to address the 
university’s enrollment crisis.
Some high schools in Montana said this 
is not the case.
Counselors or administrators from 
Custer, Frazer, Turner, Geraldine and 
Brockton said the University has not made 
a regular recruiting trip to their high 
schools this year.
Associate director of recruitment man-
agement Emily Ferguson-Steger said that 
the University reaches out to every high 
school in the state, and if they are told the 
senior class is nonexistent or the students 
have already committed to schools, the 
University may not make a presentation 
but will still drop off information.
Brockton is a small town in the north-
east corner of the state. According to data 
from the Montana High School Associa-
tion, the town’s high school had 30 students 
in spring 2015. Superintendent Francis 
LaBounty said the school has not received 
a visit from UM recruiters for the last two 
years.
“I would like it if they would,” LaBoun-
ty said. “It would be a great opportunity for 
students to see what’s out there.”
Ferguson-Steger said she visited Brock-
ton this November. While she didn’t make 
a presentation to students, she dropped off 
information at the school.
Ferguson-Steger said she goes into 
smaller schools to hear more from the stu-
dents. She encourages students to do what 
is best for them, whether that is attending 
UM or not.
“One thing I really appreciate is no one 
has said don’t visit a school because there is 
only one senior,” Ferguson-Steger said. 
Forsyth school counselor Amanda Bun-
dy said the University did not visit this year 
either. But they did send information. Bun-
dy said students interested in UM would 
probably appreciate a one-on-one visit with 
a recruiter, though.▪
Compress yourself to express yourself
Claire Chandler
claire.chandler@umontana.edu
UM sophomore Hunter Smoot loads up 
the leg press machine with orange weights in 
Campus Recreation’s upstairs weight area. He 
does a couple of reps, pauses and then com-
pletes a couple more. Like many other weight 
lifters, Smoot wears compression gear. Unlike 
others, his is restricted to ¾-length compres-
sion pants.
“From a guy’s perspective, it just keeps 
things still,” Smoot said.
With shoulder-length reddish hair held 
back by a bandana, Smoot lifts five days a 
week. He really likes chest and shoulder day, 
with leg day ranking pretty low on the scale. 
He started wearing compression shorts in 
sixth grade because it was the norm in school 
sports.
He wears his leggings primarily for com-
fort, but he has read in running and exercise 
magazines that they aid in recovery. He thinks 
this is mostly mental though.
Turns out Smoot is right, according to a 
Montana Center for Work Physiology and En-
ergy Metabolism compression lab study.
“Modern compression is 90 percent mar-
keting and 10 percent maybe it works,” WPEM 
Director Brent Ruby said. “Modern compres-
sion is one step up from footie pajamas.” 
During the study, male participants rode a 
cycle ergometer (a fancy stationary bike) for 90 
minutes then rested for four hours with their 
legs in compression garments looking like 
black trash bags. Participants’ muscle glyco-
gen, heart rate, blood glucose, insulin and lac-
tate levels were measured during the recovery 
period. These are measures of recovery. 
The study found no difference between the 
control group and the group who recovered 
with the compression garment.
The typical marketing put out by compres-
sion companies like Under Armour and Nike, 
is that you need to get lactic acid out of muscles 
as soon as possible to decrease soreness the 
next day.
That’s just not how it works, Ruby said. Lac-
tate, the correct term for lactic acid, has gotten 
a bad rep — people see it as a negative. When 
you exercise, lactate is created. It’s common 
thought that this lactate buildup causes the 
burning sensation typically felt in muscles 
during exercise.
Ruby likens this logic to how people see 
battery acid. It burns your skin and that’s 
why they feel the burn, Ruby said. This feel-
ing, however, is actually caused by a drop in 
pH that happens simultaneously to lactate 
creation. The only reason scientists talk about 
lactate is because it’s a good marker for how 
hard muscles are working and has nothing to 
do with “the burn.”
The effects of pH drops are felt for a little 
bit but do not cause any damage to the muscle. 
Levels return to normal within five minutes of 
exercise ceasing. A way to speed this process 
is to walk a little after exercising. The pressure 
exerted by compression wear does not speed 
this process.
Compression aiding in recovery and avoid-
ing next day soreness is another misconcep-
tion, according to Ruby. When resistance train-
ing, your muscles want to contract, but because 
you are moving, they are forced to lengthen, 
causing damage to the muscle. It takes a couple 
days for this muscle damage to repair. 
Your body sends repair cells to the muscle, 
increasing the volume. This makes the nerves 
more sensitive in this area and is what we label 
soreness. Compression clothing does not help 
in relieving this soreness. Instead, muscles will 
repair naturally on their own time, Ruby said.
 Compression garment sales at local athletic 
store, Universal Athletic, have doubled within 
the last year, store manager Rhondi Volinkaty 
said. Volinkaty thinks the uptake in popular-
ity is due to increased media attention and a 
wider range of garments produced by compa-
nies. Under Armour is their top-selling com-
pression clothing brand.
Health and human performance major 
and physical trainer David Evans sees people 
come into Campus Rec everyday with all sorts 
of compression gear — arm and leg sleeves, 
shirts, shorts and pants. He estimates about 
10 percent buy and use compression clothing 
for a specific purpose, while the rest wear it to 
look cool and stylish.
Evans sees compression clothing being 
used for legitimate purposes. These include 
after an injury as a form of treatment and sup-
port. After knee surgery for example, many 
people find compression helpful to support 
the repair and keep swelling down. People 
with circulatory issues also find compression 
garments beneficial, Evans said.
 The rest, though, are merely a fashion 
statement. ▪
Trevin Thompson, redshirt walk on kicker for the Grizzly football 
team, lifts weights in the Fitness and Recreation Center on March 16, 2016. Thompson 
wears compression clothing to burn more body fat when he’s working out. “Honestly, I 
think a lot of it’s for looks,” Thompson said.
Lacey Young @laceyyoung87
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How enrollment and budgets 
work
Determining why enrollment has 
declined more than predicted requires 
knowledge of how the University de-
fines students for budgeting purposes.
Although the administration typ-
ically uses a University-wide “head-
count” to advertise enrollment, the 
Office of Planning, Budgeting and 
Analysis budgets for the next fiscal year 
based on the smaller figure of enrolled 
full-time equivalent students. FTE en-
rollment figures attempt to combine 
the different student demographics in 
the headcount--part-timers, in-staters, 
non-trads, summer students, etc--into a 
single number. Different demographics 
pay different tuition, but one FTE stu-
dent represents the average.
OPBA calculates the retention rate 
of each demographic within the FTE to 
see how many of each student type re-
mains at UM from the previous fall se-
mester. They also take into account the 
number of students graduating at the 
end of the current fiscal year, and the 
average yield of how many students 
were accepted to UM and actually en-
rolled in previous years. 
Enrollment predictions for the next 
fiscal year are finalized in April for the 
budget assumption package, which is 
then used to finalize the budget. Once 
the budget is accepted by the Board of 
Regents, it takes effect June 1 when the 
fiscal year begins. Actual enrollment 
figures for fall semester lag the budget 
by four months. When scandals erupt 
contined from front page
By Hunter Pauli
New freshmen seeking four-year 
degrees represent the bulk of new stu-
dents UM attracts, or tries to attract, 
every year. Compared to smaller de-
mographics like Missoula College stu-
dents, they pay more money for more 
semesters and make up the largest 
share of the budget. 
Spring semester enrollment always 
lags behind fall, and new fall students 
help make up for the mass who gradu-
ate at the end of every academic year. 
Over the past five years, an average 
of 73 percent of these incoming fresh-
men return for the following academic 
year. 2012 and 2015 both saw significant 
drops in incoming freshman enroll-
ment in the fall after high-profile sexu-
al assault coverage in the spring. 
The loss of lucrative non-residents
Because the FTE student number 
represents an average of many different 
demographics, when one demographic 
rises or falls significantly it isn’t visibly 
reflected in the FTE count. That’s exact-
ly what happened last fall. There wasn’t 
a budget shortfall because too few stu-
dents showed up--the total prediction 
was within the margin of error--it was 
because too few out-of-state students 
showed up. Most UM students are from 
Montana, but non-resident students 
pay about four times more in yearly tui-
tion, so each one lost represents a much 
bigger hit to the budget. The magnitude 
of their absence is not reflected in the 
total FTE student population. 
Fewer out-of-state freshmen showed 
up on August 31, 2015, than the previ-
ous fall, 108 exactly, representing mil-
lions in tuition UM couldn’t put toward 
the yearly budget. Adding in non-resi-
dents who graduated, UM lost $8 mil-
lion to lack of non-resident students, 
but since resident student enrollment 
was up, there was $2 million extra to 
offset the loss down to $6 million.
Vice President of Administration 
and Finance Michael Reid said these 
fluctuations in FTE enrollment aren’t 
visible when looking at budget totals.
“Just because the dollars stay the 
same, you gotta see what’s happening 
with enrollment, because that’s gonna 
drive the funding model of the whole 
budget,” Reid said. “We call ‘em hy-
draulics, because you push in one area 
and something else pops somewhere.”
The other half of the $12 million 
deficit UM is looking at for 2017 comes 
from $2.8 million in salary and benefit 
increases, and $3.2 million in one-time 
spending that has to be paid back.
Reid said because the state dollars 
allocated for resident students for the 
next year is based on the current en-
rollment, the benefits of more resident 
students isn’t felt until a year later. This 
contrasts with non-resident students, 
who represent large amounts of upfront 
cash for the budget. That also means 
their absence immediately harms the 
budget.
“The worst thing that could happen 
is a big hit to your non-residents. And 
that’s exactly what happened,” Reid 
said.
The University hadn’t seen such a 
after the budget has already been sub-
mitted, there’s no time to react and no 
way to know how enrollment could be 
affected until the fall.
Fifty six percent of the budget comes 
directly from tuition, with another 41 
percent coming from state funds allot-
ted by resident student enrollment. The 
majority of the budget--80 percent--is 
spent on employees and benefits.
Predicting enrollment is not an exact 
science. There are many variables to ac-
count for, and not enough information 
on what causes them to change. Mod-
els can be made more precise, but the 
clairvoyance required for a perfect es-
timating machine is science fiction--no 
university can do it. 
Still, there are trends that provide 
for reasonably stable predictions. It 
is the unforeseen anomalies in these 
trends that produce enrollment pre-
dictions inaccurate enough to put UM 
under-budget. Determining where 
to begin measuring these trends can 
produce very different estimates. The 
trend of the last five years sees enroll-
ment falling, but measuring 10 years 
back instead would include the years of 
rising enrollment during the recession, 
making enrollment look plateaued in-
stead of descending. Measure the trend 
from 100 years back and UM looks to be 
experiencing remarkable growth. The 
five year trend of decline couldn’t be 
seen until it happened, but there were 
warning signs of unparalleled predic-
tion errors as early as 2012. 
Falling freshmen enrollment
THE IDES
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huge drop in out-of-state fall freshmen 
since 2012. Both years saw UM em-
broiled more than ever in rape scandals 
that gained national attention, and a 
non-resident freshmen attrition rate 
of more than a quarter. In-state stu-
dents still show up when the glare of 
the national spotlight falls on UM, but 
lucrative non-residents go somewhere 
else. There are half as many out-of-state 
freshmen enrolled at UM then there 
were five years ago.
Larger classes and small classes
Graduating students cause drops in 
enrollment that can’t be avoided. Re-
cent graduating classes sting more than 
ever, as the larger freshman classes 
from high enrollment depart without 
new freshmen to replace them. Yearly 
graduation rates are calculated by the 
registrar, and include students who 
graduate in fall, spring and summer se-
mesters. According to Registrar Joseph 
Hickman, as of March 16 there are 3,152 
students registered to graduate, with 
another 50-100 expected for summer. 
“I would expect this year’s gradua-
tion number to be slightly lower than 
last year,” Hickman said.
Students registered to graduate per 
fiscal year
Data from Registrar’s Office here
With consistently large graduating 
classes and smaller numbers of incom-
ing freshmen, the Admissions office 
has the unenviable task of trying to at-
tract greater numbers than ever. So far 
they’ve admitted 1,997 residents and 
2,668 non-residents as of January 21, 
according to Associate Vice President 
of Enrollment and Student Success Sha-
ron O’Hare. What matters next is the 
yield rate, or how many students who 
get into UM actually enroll. While the 
Admissions office doesn’t make public 
records of yield rates by resident ver-
sus non-resident admittees, the average 
yield for all those admitted over the 
last five years is about 42 percent. With 
4,665 potential students already admit-
ted for the fall semester, UM could see 
more than 1,959 new students. 
UM’s current spring enrollment sits 
at 10,269 FTE students, and while the 
University still has months to attract 
new students, as of the latest gradu-
ation numbers and most recently re-
leased incoming student yield calcula-
tions, campus will have under 10,000 
students. The most recent yearly enroll-
ment prediction made public was an-
nounced by President Engstrom’s bud-
get forum last semester as 10,915 FTE 
students That number is the same as 
this fiscal year’s FTE population. Fiscal 
year projections are always higher than 
individual semester predictions as they 
include summer students, but as of the 
most recently released figures, admin-
istrators are budgeting for an enroll-
ment they think will stagnate, not fall. 
Nine of the last 10 semester FTE pre-
dictions by OPBA have been incorrect, 
sometimes by a hundred, once by over 
a thousand. While yearly FTE predic-
tions have remained typically within 
budgeted range, last semester showed 
how the invisible demographics within 
the FTE count can put UM under bud-
get even when projections are accurate.
Things fall apart
UM’s enrollment decline began just 
as the University began hiring new 
staff and faculty to teach what was 
then a growing student body. Accord-
ing to the five-year trend, things looked 
good--enrollment was even predicted 
to climb in fall 2012. It did the oppo-
site, and how such a mistake was made 
might never be known. Reid’s prede-
cessor in Administration and Finance 
died of illness at the end of 2012, and 
many of OPBA’s staff was hired in the 
summer between when the budget was 
finalized and the start of fall semester, 
including the office’s VP, who began in 
late June. Her predecessor, Bill Muse, 
left UM in November 2011 to become 
vice president of administration and fi-
nance at Schreiner University in Texas. 
Muse did not respond to a request for 
comment about his years at the Univer-
sity of Montana.
Vice President of Integrated Commu-
nications Peggy Kuhr is unconvinced 
the scandals of 2012 and 2015 contrib-
uted directly to the deeper enrollment 
drops, although she admits they did 
have some effect. 
“It’s always been a part of the con-
versation, the question is to what de-
gree,” Kuhr said. “I think it’s tough to 
draw a line from A to B and conclude 
C.”
Kuhr says plenty of good things 
happened at UM during the scandal 
years. The University adopted PETSA, 
complied completely with the DOJ and 
DOE, and Engstrom proudly attended a 
screening of “The Hunting Ground,” a 
documentary on campus rape, when it 
played in Missoula.
“The negative news tends to stick in 
your head,” Kuhr said. 
UM didn’t show the film on campus, 
but MSU did.
The gamble
The community has a role in pro-
longing these scandals through non-
cooperation with federal investigators 
and bestselling authors alike. The Uni-
versity may have fired suspect admin-
istrators and cooperated fully with the 
Departments of Justice and Education, 
but the Missoula County Attorney’s 
Office didn’t, w the community’s rela-
tionship with sexual assault remained 
in the headlines longer. 
Krakauer’s book resurrected the 
scandals of 2012 for a new year and a 
new audience, and his upcoming court 
battle will thrust the worst aspects of 
the University of Montana back into the 
national spotlight. 
Much has been said about the Uni-
versity’s recent reform of the admis-
sions department, but  faith in their 
ability to attract new students can only 
be measured when enrollment predic-
tions are released. For now, Main Hall 
is in a holding pattern. 
Administrators failed in previous 
scandal years to promote the progress 
the University has made, and with so 
many cabinet-level positions turning 
over before the next academic year--the 
provost, vice presidents of integrated 
communications and student affairs, 
and alumni director--it remains to be 
seen how UM’s leaders will handle this 
latest potential obstacle to stable enroll-
ment, whomever they may be.
Whether this year’s budget projec-
tions will take into account Krakauer’s 
untimely Supreme Court trial is un-
known, despite trends that suggest UM 
should take heed. That the trial begins 
on Bozeman’s campus could spare Mis-
soula some embarrassment. Reid sees it 
similarly.
“Maybe by having this court case 
at MSU their enrollment is going to go 
down instead.” ▪
Courtesy of  Rion Sanderes / Great Falls Tribune
Evan Frost / @efrostee
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Sanders attracts crowd of 10,000
Top Left: U.S. Sen. Bernie Sanders 
gives his stump speech to a crowd 
of 1,500 in one room of the Spokane 
Convention Center on March 20. 
Nearly 10,000 people showed up to 
hear Sanders’ speech, his third ap-
pearance in Washington that day.
Middle Left: Sanders connects 
with his supporters at the end of his 
speech in Spokane. He made sure 
to stop in every overflow room in the 
convention center as well as braving 
the rain to speak with his supporters 
who didn’t make it inside.
Middle Right: An attendee runs 
the length of the line, spreading his 
message of the public’s need to unite 
regardless of political or religious 
affliiation.
Bottom: A Lambor ghini Gallardo 
sits outside the Spokane Convention 
Center with a Bernie 2016 bumper 
sticker.
Evan Frost / @efrostee
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In the back of The Silk Road, classic 
jazz fills the room as people mingle. 
It’s 6 p.m. and everyone is relaxed after 
spending the last two hours meeting 
new people. This isn’t your average night 
out — this is senior speed dating.
There is this feeling of fear that I get 
in my stomach when I think of romance. 
The idea of putting yourself out there 
only to be a made a fool and destroy the 
relationship in a blaze of shame is not my 
idea of fun. I also have an innate phobia 
of growing older. I’m a sad, lonely man 
with a Peter Pan complex. 
My original article was going to be 
interviews with my ex-girlfriends about 
my shortcomings in our relationships. 
None of them responded. In hindsight, I 
shouldn’t have sent them a group mes-
sage.
I felt the best way to help me address 
both my insecurities of looking for a sig-
nificant other and growing older was to 
chat with some senior speed daters.
Senior speed dating began at 4 p.m. 
There were 10 women and 10 men meet-
ing each other in five-minute dates. Ev-
erybody got a scorecard. If there is a mu-
tual interest then the singles are notified 
and encouraged to follow up on their 
own.
Walking into the restaurant, it was 
clear that I was the youngest person by 
a couple of decades. Kaley Burke, the 
director of Harvest Home Care immedi-
ately took pity on me. She introduced me 
to the elderly singles milling about. They 
were meant to show me the meaning of 
true love.  
Jim Cook, wearing “2” on his nametag, 
was in the back snacking. Cook, 75, had 
never tried speed dating before. We had 
this in common. He said he has been sin-
gle since 1987. He devoted the majority 
of his time to his business, Able Tree Ser-
vice, and raising two sons. 
Cook wore a pin with a picture of his 
son Tom. In senior speed dating this is a 
badge of honor to show off in front of all 
of the other daters. 
Not every senior speed dater was 
looking for romance. Some, like Cook, 
were just looking for a dance partner.
“I’m enjoying my second childhood,” 
Cook said. “Infants have more fun in in-
fancy than adults do in adultery.”
Everyone I talked to had a wit that 
could only come from years of prac-
tice. I took it all in, trying to figure out 
how much I’d have to mature to experi-
ence true love.  Nobody was better than 
Chuck “The Duck” Gheer and Ken Sut-
ton. They sat at a table finishing drinks 
and joking with each other.
“Hello,” Gheer said, in a spot-on Don-
ald Duck impression.
The two reminded me of Statler and 
Waldorf of the Muppets.
“These two are two peas in a pod,” 
Shawn Bennett, care partner at Harvest 
Home Care said. 
“Chuck is the biggest pea though,” 
Sutton added.
Gheer, 60, suffers from a brain injury 
he got in an accident at age 24. He lost 
his sight, which affected his memory. It 
was Gheer’s second time speed dating, 
and he seemed like someone with a lot 
of love to give. 
“If I get a good feeling about some-
one, I’ll love them immediately,” Gheer 
said.
Senior speed dating only happens 
four times a year because Harvest Home 
Care has to raise the money for the 
events themselves. 
Gheer said he wished he could do this 
speed dating more often. I found myself 
wishing that I could put money into this 
senior speed dating, for no other reason 
than to get my grandmother a hot elderly 
gentleman of her own.
I noticed that Sutton and I were wear-
ing the same chambray shirt. Either 
I dressed like an old man or I wasn’t 
giving Sutton the fashion credit he de-
served.
“We’re wearing the same shirt! We 
must have a good taste in fashion,” I said 
to Sutton in the hopes of connecting with 
him on some level.
“If you say so,” Sutton responded.
I guess I’d have to work on my con-
versation starters if I was going to come 
back. 
On my way out I spoke to Burke, who 
said the 2014 documentary “The Age of 
Love” helped inspire the 60-and-older 
speed dating event in Missoula. 
Burke hoped to break down stereo-
types by changing how we view aging.
“Love doesn’t change when you age,” 
Burke said.
I felt more positive about finding love 
after this experience than I had at any 
other time in my young life. I was get-
ting ready to leave when I saw another 
member of the event headed toward the 
door.
Don, wearing “7” on his nametag, put 
on his jacket, a big grin spread on his 
face.
“I checked yes on every person,” he 
said. “I’m going to be busy if everyone 
checked yes on me.”▪
Bowen through the motions: speed dating for the elderly
Bowen West
bowen.west@umontana.edu
Illustration by Bowen West
ARTS+CULTURE
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As spring rolls in, the fresh faces of 
high school seniors become common-
place across the University of Montana 
campus. In light of recent budget cuts, 
and a continued decrease in enrollment, 
the University has put an extra emphasis 
on recruitment of these potential young 
students. 
But despite UM’s best efforts, the 
number of resident students continues to 
decline, just as Montana State’s resident 
enrollment steadily increases, though 
they both have the allure of in-state tu-
ition. 
UM has given a number of reasons 
for MSU’s higher enrollment and has 
tried to compensate through recruitment 
strategies. But the actual decision even-
tually comes down to the high school 
students themselves.
Liam Watson, a senior at Capital 
High School in Helena, plans on attend-
ing Helena College for two years before 
transferring to UM to study pharmacy.
“I found that Helena College had a 
great pre-pharmacy program,” Watson 
said. “From there, the University in Mis-
soula has one of the best pharmacy pro-
grams in the country.”
But Watson decided to hold off on at-
tending UM until after fulfilling his gen-
eral education requirements. He said the 
decision was “very price-motivated.”
Lower costs at community colleges 
can be a big draw for students like Wat-
son. While UM’s Mountain Campus en-
rollment numbers have declined by 6.2 
percent, Helena College has seen a 37.5 
percent increase over the past 10 years, 
according to the Montana University 
System. In fact, enrollment has increased 
in all UM satellite schools except for Mis-
soula College over the past decade, all by 
a margin of more than 25 percent.
Helena High School counselor Chris-
sy Murgel said about a quarter of the stu-
dents she talks to are interested in going 
to a two-year school, while eight out of 10 
students who want to go to college want 
to go in-state. 
When it comes to four-year universi-
ties however, the choice has been fairly 
definitive the past few years.
“What I’ve seen in the last few years 
is students are wanting to go to MSU in-
stead of UM,” Murgel said. “I think it’s 
so individual for each student, but a lot 
of the students I work with want to be 
engineers, so obviously they’re going to 
go there.”
UM’s administration has cited Mis-
soula’s reputation for sexual assault 
and MSU’s engineering department as 
The battle for Montana’s  high schoolers 
Why UM isn’t drawing in-state students
Kate Shea
katherine.shea@umontana.edu
If you were applying to college 
today would you still choose to 
attend UM?
Yes. No.
Yes, but only 
if I got a 
scholarship.
some of the reasons high school students 
choose MSU.
But according to Murgel, sexual as-
sault isn’t a major concern for her stu-
dents.
“I can’t even think of a single student 
who I’ve worked with who cited the Jor-
dan Johnson case or anything like that as 
a reason not to go to UM,” Murgel said.
More often, it comes down to scholar-
ships, offered programs and the general 
feeling of a campus, according to Murgel. 
Brooklynn Jo Lundberg, another se-
nior from Helena, decided to go to MSU 
based on the campus and newer facili-
ties. 
“Considering MSU is building new 
dorms for the incoming students, and the 
new cafeteria, I felt as if MSU had a more 
productive and caring environment,” 
Lundberg said. “The MSU campus felt 
like it could be more of a home to me.”
Poll statistics provided by Montana Kaimin  website
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For the band Modality, it’s possible 
to be three places at once. Through 
JamLink and ooVoo, two online au-
dio and video programs, the five-man 
band is able to practice every Thurs-
day without being in the same room. 
Modality is not a local band. Three 
members live in Missoula, and the 
other two live in Butte and Blacks-
burg, Virginia. 
Missoula is just where the band has 
its roots. 
It started in 2009 with an ad on 
Craigslist. Jay Bruns was getting rid 
of some old music equipment Clark 
Grant wanted to look at. The casu-
al business interaction turned into 
hours of conversation and two new 
best friends. 
“Yes, I met my male friend off of 
Craigslist,” Bruns said. “We sort of 
became inseparable after that.” 
When they met, Grant’s band had 
just broken up but still had an upcom-
ing show booked. Grant asked Bruns 
if he wanted to play it with him.  For 
the next two years, they created mu-
sic, played shows and slept in bunk 
beds together. 
“I would have left Missoula in 2009 
if it had not been for the band,” Bruns 
said. “From the start, it played a role 
as a mental health thing — a musical 
outlet for both Clark and I.”
After a couple of years, Modality 
grew to include Ben Weiss, Charles 
Nichols and Patrick Christianson.
Weiss and Nichols heard what 
Bruns and Grant were doing and 
wanted to be a part of their longform, 
ambient sound. Weiss was the general 
manager of KGBA when he joined, and 
Nichols was one of Bruns’ and Grant’s 
music professors. 
“When Dr. Charles Nichols asked 
if he could sit in on our practice, we 
were like ‘uhhhh,’” Bruns said. The 
trio was a little intimidated. But when 
Nichols sat in and rattled off melodies 
on his violin, bringing him into Mo-
dality just made sense. 
But Nichols was offered a job at Vir-
ginia Tech in Blacksburg, so Modality 
moved practices online. It worked. 
Then Grant moved to Butte to start 
his own radio station. They added 
another screen and JamLink to their 
practice. It still worked. 
Grant met Christianson at an open 
mic night and told the rest of the band 
they needed him. The five-piece band 
was born. 
“With five people in the band now, 
we’ve got a lot of ideas coming to the 
table. We talk about feelings, move-
ment and color, and it just works out,” 
Bruns said. 
Modality is working on releasing 
its third album, “Under the Shadow of 
this Red Rock,” a double vinyl that’s 
over an hour of their long form work. 
They plan to have it released some-
time this year.
The band is also preparing for 
their first tour this summer, July 28 
through Aug. 10, which will take them 
from the Digital and Analog Technol-
ogies Music Conference in Missoula to 
Blacksburg. They’ll play in Chicago, 
Louisville and other big cities along 
the way. 
Modality is excited for what’s 
ahead. But Bruns says they’re just a 
group of friends that enjoy making 
music together. 
Last week, I got the chance to see 
Modality practice. Bruns and Chris-
tianson, who recently moved to Mis-
soula for school, talk to Grant through 
a computer monitor. Weiss and Nich-
ols couldn’t make it .The three that are 
present use hand-held microphones 
to ask about each other’s weeks and 
make jokes. Twenty minutes go by be-
fore they even play a note. Once they 
do, the mood changes. 
Bruns stands in front of the moni-
tor, tapping furiously on his iPad and 
filling the room with dreamy techno 
waves and staccato base rhythms. On 
the other side of the screen, Clark en-
courages Christianson as he learns a 
new jazz-like lick, playing it with him 
over and over until he gets it right. 
“Squawk at me, Patrick,” Grant says 
encouragingly. 
“I don’t even know what that 
means,” Christianson replies, smirk-
ing. He blows some notes anyway, 
clearly the response Grant wants from 
him as he nods and smiles at Chris-
tianson from another city. 
The three compliment each oth-
er, the melodic guitar and saxophone 
lines blending into the beats Bruns 
provides — a dream-like, ambient mo-
dality. ▪
The almost local band: Modality 
Maddie Vincent
madelyn.vincent@umontana.edu
Photo courtesy of Jay Bruns Meet Modality, from left to right: Charles Nichols, Patrick Chris-
tianson, Jay Bruns, Clark Grant and Ben Weiss, a Missoula-based band that practices 
primarily over the Internet from three different cities in two different states. 
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“Triple 9” is a convoluted bloodbath 
of a movie that made me never want to 
move to Atlanta. In a world of crooked 
cops, soldiers turned crooks and beauti-
ful Jewish mafia bosses, a brutally cre-
ative death is never far away.
The gritty film’s cinematography 
builds tension with tight shots and keeps 
the viewer on edge with the threat of vi-
olence around every corner. “Triple 9”’s 
use of color stands out as well. In one of 
the film’s most recognizable scenes, the 
crew of crooks is blanketed in red smoke, 
making them looking monstrous.   
Some of the actors fall into familiar 
roles. Norman Reedus’ signature “tough 
henchman with a conscious,” seen in 
“The Walking Dead” and “Boondock 
Saints” and Woody Harrelson’s classic 
“boozy cop,” from “True Detective” both 
make appearances. Kate Winslet, steps 
outside her usual roles to play a ruthless 
Jewish mafia boss, a role that she comes 
very close to making work. Unfortunate-
Rylan Boggs
rylan.boggs@umontana.edu
Movie review:
TRIPLE 9
RATING:
ly for Winslet her accent is too forced, a 
major issue as she dominates conversa-
tion in her scenes. 
Anthony Mackie and Clifton Collins 
Jr. give excellent performances as crook-
ed cops who have no problem abusing 
their power for profit. In one of the more 
iconic scenes, Collins shows his willing-
ness to kill an officer by saying, “I’ll do a 
cop just like,” and snaps his fingers.
The fast-paced film leaves little room 
to make sense of the violence. But as the 
cast thins one thing becomes apparent — 
no one is safe. 
For all of its shootouts, elaborate heist 
plans and gritty undertones the film 
lacks one thing: believability. The mov-
ie depicts Atlanta as a war zone where 
cops are just as bad as the organized 
crooks they are fighting. “Out-monster 
the monster,” Harrelson says between 
puffs on a joint. 
While “Triple 9” is an entertaining 
and brutal ride, it’s not one you’ll mis-
take for reality.  ▪ 
WEDNESDAY, 3/23
DANCE IN CONCERT
UM’s School of Theatre and Dance brings to-
gether guest artists, faculty, students and alum-
ni to perform in their annual spring concert, 
celebrating the best of the program’s choreog-
raphy. The entire production is designed and lit 
by students in the design/tech department.
@ Montana Theatre
7:30 p.m.
Regular: $20, Students and Seniors: $16
THURSDAY, 3/24
KBGA 89.9 AND MBR PRES-
ENT NAYTRONIX
Oakland-based Naytronix is stopping by on 
his way to Treefort to perform for a Missoula 
audience. Naytronix and his experimental dance 
music stylings will be joined by Missoula’s own 
Sasha Bell Band, New Old Future and dark 
synth collaboration of Eminent Curse.
@ Ole Beck VFW Post 209
9 p.m.
21+: $7 
18+: $10
FRIDAY 3/25
THE DODGY MOUNTAIN MEN
Montana-bred, the Dodgy Mountain Men mix 
bluegrass, blues and rock ‘n’ roll to create an 
electro-acoustic style all their own. They are 
joined by Moonshine Mountain, a fellow Mon-
tana band with their own folk-country blend. 
Break out the moonshine because this show 
promises to be a quintessentially Montanan 
show.
@ The Top Hat Lounge
10 p.m.
Free
SATURDAY, 3/27
PEOPLE OF A FEATHER
The University is bringing award-winning 
documentary “People of a Feather” to the UC 
Theater to begin a discussion on sustainable 
energy and its relationship with nature. “People 
of a Feather” tells the story of hydroelectric 
dams and their impact on the Inuit and their 
primary food source, the eider duck. The film 
will be followed by a discussion led by UM 
environmental studies associate professor 
Rosalyn La Pier.
@ The UC Theater
7 p.m.
Free
TUESDAY, 3/29
TELL US SOMETHING—WHY 
DIDN’T YOU TELL ME?
Have you ever thought how different your life 
would have turned out if people had just told 
you the truth sooner? Ten ordinary Missoulians 
will share their stories about this very topic at 
Missoula’s popular open mic storytelling event.▪
@ The Wilma
7 p.m.
$5
THIS WEEK
Kate Shea
katherine.shea@umontana.edu
Feature photo by Lacey Young/ @laceyyoung87 Sharmila Bhartari, a classical Odissi dancer, 
performs the Reincarnation of Trinity Lord Vishnu dance onstage in the University Center 
on March 20, 2016. Odissi is considered one of eight classical dance forms in India.
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Montana softball goes 2-3 at Grizzly Classic
Nick Puckett
nick.puckett@umontana.edu
Griz pitcher Colleen Driscoll throws a pitch during the second game of the Grizzly Classic gauntlet against the University of Omaha on March 19, 2016.
Will McKnight / @WillMcK_Photo
The ball hit off of Omaha catcher, 
Campbell Ditto’s, bat and landed in the 
left field grass.
A man sitting directly behind the 
fence, part of a Saturday crowd of more 
than 500, watched the ball’s flight and 
didn’t even look back.
“That’s a dagger,” he muttered, and 
he returned to watching. 
The home run put the Mavericks up 
9-3 in the top of the fifth inning, di-
minishing the chance of a comeback. 
Three more runs buried the Grizzlies 
12-3. Montana gave up 12 hits and com-
mitted three errors—and they still had 
more game to play.
Delanie Colburn opened Montana’s 
second game, against Nevada, with a 
three-run home run to give the Griz-
zlies a lead they would not relinquish. 
The crowd jolted.
Montana killed a late-inning come-
back against the Mountain West Con-
ference leaders, and edged out a 6-5 
win. The win was the first of Montana’s 
home-opening weekend series.
On Friday, Nevada quieted Montana 
during their first home game of the sea-
son, winning 3-0. Coach Jamie Pinker-
ton said the Nevada game resembled a 
trend of the team’s weaknesses during 
their pre-conference tournament play.
“We struggle in close games,” Pinker-
ton said. “We’ve been around the block, 
I guess, for a lack of better terms. People 
have a book on us. We’re still learning 
how to adjust.”
The weekend series displayed some 
of Montana’s best, and worst, softball of 
the season. The split on Saturday preced-
ed a 1-0 squeaker against Omaha and a 
6-4 extra-inning loss to Nevada Sunday.
Montana ended an up-and-down 
preseason road trip with hot bats, but 
the offense stalled during the first two 
games.
“I think we were just honestly ner-
vous. We’re not used to being nervous 
on the field,” said catcher Lexie Bren-
neis. “We need to relax. I think we were 
really anxious to hit the big homeruns 
like we’re used to at this field.”
Montana’s defense kept them in most 
of that game. Chase-downs by outfield-
ers MaKenna McGill and Mercedes 
Bourgeau saved would-be extra base 
hits.
“Those kind of things can give you 
confidence. They’re out there for me, I 
can throw a pitch, and they’ll catch it,” 
pitcher Maddy Stensby said.
Nevada pitcher Brooke Bolinger (7-2, 2.19 
ERA) gave up four free passes, while fan-
ning five, on five hits. Bolinger stared down 
Brenneis after pegging her in the fourth in-
ning, which loaded the bases. 
The ball hit off of Nebraska Omaha’s 
Campbell Ditto’s bat landed in the left 
field grass.
A man sitting directly behind the 
fence, part of a Saturday crowd of more 
than 500, watched the ball’s flight and 
didn’t even look back.
“That’s a dagger,” he muttered, and 
he returned to watching. 
The home run put the Mavericks up 
9-3 in the top of the fifth inning, di-
minishing the chance of a comeback. 
Three more runs buried the Grizzlies 
12-3. Montana gave up 12 hits and com-
mitted three errors—and they still had 
more game to play.
Delanie Colburn opened Montana’s 
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APPLICATIONS TO BE THE NEXT 
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF OR 
BUSINESS MANAGER FOR 
THE MONTANA KAIMIN 
ARE NOW AVAILABLE
TO APPLY FOR BUSINESS MANAGER: 
SUBMIT YOUR RESUME & COVER LETTER TO 
DAH 207 BY MARCH 30
TO APPLY FOR EDITOR-IN-CHIEF: 
FILL OUT AN APPLICATION IN DAH 208 
BY APRIL 1
The Wolf Pack forced McGill out at 
home plate and made Bethany Olea 
ground out to escape the jam, stemming 
Montana’s biggest scoring threat of the 
game.
“I didn’t expect her to give us as many 
free passes as she gave us. She gave us 
opportunities, and we didn’t capitalize,” 
Pinkerton said. “I would be a lot more 
concerned if we had no opportunities.”
In a similar situation Saturday, Bren-
neis was hit by a pitch following a Stites 
single. Colburn brought the two runners 
in with her left field pole-scraper.
On Sunday, Montana lost in eight in-
nings to Nevada 6-4 in their third and 
last meeting of the weekend. A field-
er’s choice RBI from Brenneis forced the 
game into extras, but the Wolf Pack put up 
two more runs in the top of the eighth, and 
Montana came up empty.
Following that, Montana closed out the 
weekend games with a 1-0 win over Oma-
ha. Olea singled to start the fourth inning 
and stole second base to advance into scor-
ing position. She went to third on a ground 
ball and scored the game’s only run on a 
sacrifice fly from Ashley Lyons.
“Now people have a book (on us) and 
they’re pounding our weaknesses, and 
now we’ve got to learn how to adjust,” 
Pinkerton said. “We’ve played close 
against some very good teams and if we’re 
going to be successful down the road in 
conference play we’ve got to learn how to 
win these type of ball games.”
The team travels to Greeley to play 
Northern Colorado in the confer-
ence-opening series Friday and Saturday. ▪
Will McKnight / @WillMcK_Photo
Members of the UM Griz softball team look on from the dugout during the 3-0 
loss against the University of Nevada on March 18.
Will McKnight / @WillMcK_Photo
Griz infielder Madison Saacke hits the ball during the third inning March 19, 2016.
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Erika McLeod, a Butte native, is hav-
ing a breakout year in track and field. 
Last year, as a freshman, she didn’t score 
a single point at the Big Sky Conference 
indoor championships. This year she 
scored 21, more than any other athlete.
At the Big Sky Conference indoor 
championships earlier this month, Mc-
Leod won the pentathlon, with career 
bests in three of the four events. She also 
won the long jump and finished eighth 
in the 400-meter race on the final day of 
the championships.
McLeod won Most Valuable Athlete 
honors, along with a Women’s Outstand-
ing Performer award for the pentathlon. 
According to bigskyconf.com, McLeod 
posted a score of 3,882 with her big per-
formance. This ranks sixth in Big Sky 
Conference history.
She’s going to be one to watch rack 
up more points as the outdoor track and 
field season takes off.▪
The Grizzly track and field teams had a couple weeks off after the indoor 
season to recover and prepare for a new season outdoors. Montana had a cou-
ple of big-time performances at the Big Sky Indoor Championships, as a num-
ber of Grizzlies will look to keep up the momentum as they transition outside.
Montana has some young phenoms, as well as a veteran who broke 
through after countless near misses. There are a few athletes whose names 
you should get to know before the season begins, because they will be at the 
top of the leaderboards all year.
SOPHOMORE 
 MULTI-EVENTS
SENIOR
SHOT PUT
Athletes to keep 
track of this 
outdoor season
When you talk about women’s track, 
it’s hard not to mention Samantha Hodg-
son. The Griz shot-putter won her first 
Big Sky championship in February with 
a throw of 49-1.75. It was redemption for 
Hodgson, who had three top-three fin-
ishes on her resume.
Hodgson’s win earned Montana 10 
points. She finished with the second 
most points on the team behind McLeod 
and the Griz ended the competition with 
52 total points, good for seventh place.
She holds the Montana indoor shot 
put record with a throw of 50-8.25, and 
also holds the Grizzly outdoor record 
at 48-3.5. The senior will throw discus, 
where she also holds a Montana record 
with a throw of 168-2, this outdoor sea-
son as well.
While the men weren’t quite as suc-
cessful at the indoor championships, 
they still have a couple of young athletes 
ready for breakout outdoor seasons.
Sterling Reneau is another young, stand-
out track and field athlete. He’s the younger 
brother of former Grizzly track star, Zane Re-
neau.
The redshirt freshman from Missoula 
helped produce major points at the Big Sky 
indoor championships for the Montana men’s 
team. He was part of the 4x400-meter relay 
team that also included senior Andrew Mo-
naco, junior Dominique Bobo and freshman 
Callum Macnab. The team finished second 
place at the championships, running a time 
of 3:17.90, right behind Northern Arizona.
Reneau also added two points on his own, 
taking 7th place in the 400 meters at the in-
door championships with a time of 49.27. He 
could be a major point producer for the Mon-
tana men’s team in the upcoming outdoor 
season.
Grizzly track and field athletes will com-
pete in their first meet of the outdoor season 
in Bozeman at the Montana State Open on 
March 26.
SOPHOMORE 
SPRINTS
Sophomore Matt Quist enters the 
outdoor season hot after a strong finish 
to the indoor competition.
The sophomore Griz jumper starred 
for the team in Bozeman on Feb. 19, re-
cording a career best 6-10.75 in the high 
jump to win the event and earn his first 
career Big Sky Athlete of the Week hon-
or.
He matched that jump one week later 
during the Big Sky Conference indoor 
championships, earning the Grizzlies 
six points with his third place finish.
In the outdoor season, Quist will also 
compete in the triple jump, an event he 
finished 12th in last season.
The outdoor season officially begins 
for Montana on March 26, when they 
head up the road to Bozeman for the 
Montana State Open. The first chance 
Griz fans will have to see these stars is 
when they return to Missoula for their 
first home meet of the season on April 1.
SOPHOMORE
JUMPS
ERIKA MCLEODMATT QUISTSAMANTHA HODGSON STERLING RENEAU
Nick Puckett
Sojin Josephson Photos courtesy of Montana Athletics
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HELP WANTED
UM PRODUCTIONS NOW HIRING! UMP is 
now hiring for all office positions. Application 
materials are avaliable at umproductions.org 
and will be due April 11-15
Missoula County Public Schools is recruiting 
for Substitute Teachers.  Visit www.mcpsmt.
org and click on “Employment” for application 
instructions and job description.  EEOC
Missoula County Public Schools is recruiting 
a Data Manager. Visit www.mcpsmt.org 
and click on “Employment” for application 
instructions and job description. EEOC
SERVICES
Cheap Charley’s Mini Storage, Griz Discount: 
Option 1) Full month free with 3 months up 
front. Option 2) 5% Griz Discount off regular 
price with Free signup fee! U-Haul rental also 
available. (406) 721-7277
Offering compassionate, proven, rapid 
counseling and hypnotherapy.  Improve 
stress tolerance, confidence, focus, and 
general well-being.  Gain freedom from 
unhealthy habits.  Imagine the possibilities at 
chuckwaylandtherapist.com.
A+ writing  and editing help offered by a real 
writer!  $4.50/page or $20.00/hr.  Free 15 
mintues consultation, no matter what!  
Call Wendy, 396-4544
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Week of 3/21/16 - 3/27/16
ACROSS
1 Beggar's 
request
5 Attack ad, 
maybe
10 Obi, e.g.
14 Keats, for one
15 Kind of line
16 Allocate, with 
"out"
17 Newt or 
hellbender
19 Side squared, 
for a square
20 Competitor
21 Crowded 
together
23 Get clean
25 Diner, perhaps
26 Halloween prop
29 Certain hockey
shot
31 Basalt source
32 Lingering 
sensation 4 Seafarer's right 42 Axis of ___ 52 Autumn drink
38 Close to closed 5 Limited 45 Bogus 54 "Not only that..."
39 All skin and 6 Calendar page 46 Make a mess of 56 "What's gotten 
bones 7 Pull the plug on 47 Mouth part ___ you?"
40 Put in place 8 Census data 48 Oust from the 57 Nostradamus, 
41 Nonsense 9 Band with the ABA for one
43 Fasten 1970 hit "Get 49 Word before 58 Sort
44 Swerve Ready" slam or theft 61 31-day mo.
45 Off-color 10 Brainy 51 Be crazy about
46 Type of 11 Eagle's home
parakeet 12 Animal in a 
50 Luxury boat roundup
53 Middle bit of a 13 Intoxicating
Venn diagram 18 Palindromic 
55 Pepys, for one term of address
59 Band member 22 Absorbed
60 Mob's payment 24 Little sound
62 Family 26 Give away
63 Ill-gotten gains 27 Hindu prince
64 Aerobic bit 28 Like an oxeye
65 Difficult window
66 Poly- follower 30 Monocle part
67 Achy 32 Pleasant
33 Grow dim
DOWN 34 Constant 
1 Altar locale burden
2 Advance, e.g. 35 Flying jib, e.g.
3 Change states, 36 Hair colorer
in a way 37 Countercurrent
The Weekly Crossword by Margie E. Burke
Answer to Last Week's Crossword:
Copyright 2016 by The Puzzle Syndicate
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
14 15 16
17 18 19
20 21 22
23 24 25
26 27 28 29 30
31 32 33 34 35 36 37
38 39 40
41 42 43
44 45
46 47 48 49 50 51 52
53 54 55 56 57 58
59 60 61
62 63 64
65 66 67
C R O S S B R E D A R C H
L O A T H R A V E F A R E
U L T R A S O N I C F I E F
B E S I D E C L O S E S E T
F E T C H R A R E L Y
F I E S T A P U L E
R I B O R N A M E N T A L
E L I D E R O E S T A V E
D E S E R V E D L Y P E A
F A I L L E A D E R
M O R O S E M A N G E
O P E R E T T A T E A C U P
T I R E N A T H A N L A N E
O N U S A L T O D E L T A
R E N T M E E T A R M O R
Week of 3/21/16 - 3/27/16
Edited by Margie E. Burke







Answer to Last Week's Sudoku
HOW TO SOLVE:
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Difficulty : Easy
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        
        
        
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